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ABSTRACT: 

 Under the impact of extreme climatic conditions and overwhelming vehicles activity, 

untimely and irreversible harms happen on street asphalts completed with traditional 

bituminous materials. To manage this circumstance, a standout amongst the most 

productive way is the change of bitumen by including polymers. Additionally, utilization 

of waste polymers to alter bitumen is a promising arrangement in perspective of 

securing condition.The properties of altered bitumen are resolved through rheological 

tests. This drove to a superior information of bitumen conduct under different warm and 

mechanical conditions. In the present work, properties of altered bitumen by NBR-

squander (misuse of sole of  shoes) are surveyed and contrasted with the properties of 

40/50 infiltration review bitumen. Then, mechanical attributes of black-top blends are 

controlled by utilizing Marshall test. Rheological tests are performed with a Haake 

Rheostress 1 rheometer. Recurrence and temperature clear tests in oscillatory shear 

are performed inside the straight viscoelastic scope of the materials. Results 

demonstrate that NBR-squander impacts bitumen rheology, byexpanding viscoelastic 

capacity and diminishing stage point. The NBR-squander bitumen is described by 

higher firmness and flexibility, because of an expansion of the versatile (stockpiling) 

modulus G′. Additionally, the NBR-squander enhances rheological conduct of bitumen. 

We have likewise accomplished a stamped increment in the Marshall remainder, which 

mirrors an change of the mechanical exhibitions of waste NBR adjusted black-top. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The expanding interest for transportation creates higher and heavier level of activity.  When 

joined with extreme climate conditions, it prompts the quick decay of asphalt. The principle 

approach utilized for keeping this weakening is a change of the materials properties utilized for 

streets development. In Algeria, adaptable asphalts are the most usually utilized in street 

development. The maintainability and the exhibitions of these asphalts are emphatically 

identified with the attributes of their segments (bitumen and totals). However, under serious 

conditions, points of confinement of utilization for customary bitumen have been achieved. The 

change of bitumen with polymer is considered as one answer for defeat this issue. In any case, 

the cost of changed bitumen speaks to an expansion from 60 to 150 % by correlation with  

unadulterated bitumen costs. In this way, the utilization of reused materials can be a huge 

sparing elective. During the most recent years, an enormous volume of waste evaluated at 13.5 

a great many tons for each year were created in Algeria. Be that as it may, reusing movement 

stays restricted to 5-6% of this volume and essentially concerns paper and plastic materials. The 

rest is landfilled which raises a considerable measure of issues with respect to arrive utilize and 

urban advancement. On one hand, it would permit lessening the territory committed to 

landfilling and then again it could enhance the exhibitions of blends utilizing neighborhood 

crude materials. A few research ventures were as of late propelled to address this issue.  The 

motivation behind the present work is to consider impact of waste modern polymer (NBR)  on 

bitumen and black-top blend exhibitions. Three changed mixes are tried and the  impact on 

their rheological conduct and on their mechanical properties are explored,  particularly at high 

temperature thinking about the extraordinary climate conditions. 

 

 

 

 

EXPERIMENTS 

Raw materials 

Bitumen 

A 40/50 penetration grade bitumen (pure bitumen) is used.  

 

Modifying agent (waste industrial polymer) 
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 It is the acrylonitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) obtained from the milling shoe soles. The polymer 

NBR is an industrial waste blackish color, used as a crumb, composed of particles smaller than 

0.8 mm. The density of the crumb is 1.25. 

Aggregates 

Crushed aggregates are used in this work.. 

 

Preparation of polymer-bitumen blends 

The procedure for assembling mixes must consider ecological effectsin view of vitality 

utilization so as to propose an effective building process.  According to past explore the mixes 

are set up by utilizing a mechanical mixing in a vertical low shear blender with  a speed of 600 

rpm for 2 hours at 180 ± 5°C. Different substance of waste NBR are considered (2, 3 and 4% of 

bitumen weight). The altered mixes are meant by BWi, were I alludes to the waste NBR content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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Mahrez (1999)  found that the modification of rubber with bitumen  resulted in the decrease of 

penetration value before and after aging with the increase of rubber content in the mix.  

Athira R Prasad etal(2005) stated that bitumen used in road construction can be replaced partially by 

the waste rubber. The percentage of rubber added is 3%,4.5%,6%,7.5%,8% in bitumen and he found that 

optimum bitumen content is obtained at 6% by weight. Therefore use of rubber in 6% improves the 

stability of the pavement. 

S.Rajasekaranetal (2013) explained that polymer coated aggregate has number of advantages which 

helps in modifying the quality of flexible pavement . It also modified the quality of aggregate. 

Mahesh M barad (2015) According to him polymer modified bitumen posses better results as compared 

to normal  bitumen but if rubber is added in excess the rubber gets separated on cooling. 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The point of this investigation is to survey the effect of waste polymeric compound 

(NBR)separated from shoe soles on the rheological properties and mechanical qualities of street 

black-top asphalt blends. According to assembling states of adjusted bituminous fasteners, 

rheological properties at high temperature are enhanced, however the level of change is still 

direct when contrasted and the distributed examines about morsel elastic adjusted bitumen. This 

might be because of the low substance of adjusting operator (<5%) or the low amount of light 

parts of our bitumen (40/50) which are vital for polymer scattering. The mechanical attributes of 

adjusted black-top blends demonstrate obvious change, especially in Marshall remainder. Black-

top blend with 2% of NBR gives the best level of performances.Moreover, relationship can be 

seen between black-top blend mechanical attributes and their rheological properties at high 

temperature. This demonstrate  high viscoelastic properties can add to enhance the firmness of 

the black-top blend  and its conduct towards perpetual misshapenings. This end must be affirmed  

by different trials, for example, rutting test. The outcome would guarantee for the  reusing task, 

because of fulfilling results got with high substance of waste NBR. 
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